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FEATURED PRODUCTS SHOWCASE
4EARTH FARMS
Featuring 4Earth’s full line of
organic fresh veggies, including
our organic French Beans, Brussels
sprouts, green beans, sugar snap
peas, mini sweet peppers, zucchini
and colored bell peppers. 4Earth
farms...excellence in organics.

BONDUELLE FRESH AMERICAS, HOME OF READY PAC
Ready Pac Bistro Chicken Caesar Salad is our #1 Best
Selling Salad! It’s a classic favorite that consumers look
to for every day stock up.

AMERICAN PACKAGING CORPORATION
American Packaging is a leading provider of hermetic
and modified atmosphere (MAP) packaging to the
Fresh Cut industry for leafy greens, sliced fruits, and tray
lidding, and proud supporter of United Fresh!
ATLAS PACIFIC ENGINEERING
The Atlas Pacific Robotic Apple Orienter (RAO) utilizes
patented pose estimation software to orient odd
shaped apples. Oblong varieties once posed significant
challenges for mechanical orienting devices, but today,
the RAO provides a cutting edge solution.
BAY BABY PRODUCE/AMF FARMS, INC.
What’s NEW at Bay Baby Produce? Direct to
Consumer Boxes! 2 Stock Options: Organic
Squash Mix and Ornamental. These boxes are
grab & go ready for Fall Harvest decorating &
baking! Order TODAY!
BEDFORD INDUSTRIES
Bedford’s CloseIt® Flag brings additional marketing and branding space
to an ordinary bag closure. Offering customizable shapes and high
quality printed options to run on our semi-automatic equipment.

BOWERY FARMING
Bowery’s lettuces and herbs are picked at the peak of
freshness. Butterhead lettuce is sweet with a buttery
flavor and smooth in texture.

BRIGHTFARMS
After the monumental success of
BrightFarms’ SUNNY CRUNCH lettuce, we’ve
added two new items to complete the
CRUNCH family. Consumers will love the
light, crispy and refreshing taste of our
Triple Crunch items!
CALIFORNIA GIANT BERRY FARMS
Growing from a small local strawberry shipper to an international berry
company, our mission and values remain the same. Regardless of where
our berries are grown, California Giant has the same passion for our
people, our product, our planet!
CHELAN FRESH
Rockit™ Apples are not typical apples, and
we don’t consider them to be. They’re the first
deliciously sweet apple that’s naturally grown to
be the perfect size for kids and the kid in everyone.

BOLTHOUSE
Bolthouse Farms Plant-Based Protein Keto
Beverages, Plant-Based Premium Refrigerated
Dressings and our line of beverages designed to
help support immune health: Bolthouse Farms
BOLTS, Family-Sized C-Boost and Green Goodness.
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CHIQUITA
At Chiquita, Conventional bananas are sustainably
produced and meet the Class Extra standard while
most of the market is not Class Extra. This is one
of the reasons while consumers prefer Chiquita
bananas, in a recent independent survey, people
indicated that they prefer the taste of Chiquita
bananas by more than 2 to 1 over the next leading
brand. Class Extra bananas are synonymous to superior quality fruit
because this quality standard has stricter tolerance of defects. They
come from the upper part of the stem because of their good size fruit
and excellent ripening attributes.

DEVILLE TECHNOLOGIES INC
The Tridis 180 is specifically designed to optimize
performance: The innovative cutting technology offers
higher capacity and precise cut quality over a variety
of soft and hard products.
DOMEX SUPERFRESH GROWERS
Autumn Glory® is a unique variety of apple
grown and marketed exclusively by Domex
Superfresh Growers®. Autumn Glory apples
have a sweet, firm flesh with a subtle
“cinnamon” flavor.

COOSEMANS DC INC.
Fresh Specialty, Ethnic, Tropical product as well as
Fresh Herbs package in many different offerings. Our
value added line inclusive of Over Wrap Vegetable
Trays, Fresh Herbs, Dried Fruit and Mushrooms, Meal
Solution Kits as well as presently working on an
Immunity Kit.

DRISCOLL’S
Just in time for Summer, we’re delighted
to share our line of Limited EditionSweetest Batch-Strawberries, Blackberries,
Raspberries and Blueberries.
EMERSON
The newest addition to Emerson’s full suite of
tracker products, the GO Real-Time 4G/Cat-M
Tracker helps ensure access to critical cold
chain LEED
data in a dynamic
andWITH
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Gleeson understands that satisfied customers
make repeat customers, and most of our
customers find that Gleeson is a solid fit for
them, and they have awarded us with
multiple projects. Some of those clients
include Cargill Meat Solutions, ConAgra
Brands, Hormel Foods Corporation, JBS USA,
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GRIMMWAY ENTERPRISES, INC.
Organic rainbow carrot chips combine convenience
with character to offer snack-sized bites in a
kaleidoscope of colors and are the perfect match for
your favorite dips.

MASTRONARDI PRODUCE
Take your taste buds to a tropical paradise! Aloha™
striped peppers are as colorful as they are flavorful so
you can create beautiful island-inspired dishes, any
time of the year.

HEAT AND CONTROL, INC.
For wet leafy greens, the CCW-RV-214W-1S/70WP with optional Rotary Sweeper eliminates
manual product distribution and improves
weigher efficiency (includes a 35° sloped vibratory
dispersion table with rotary sweeping fingers).

MUCCI FARMS
Mucci Farms’ Blended Flavours™ tomatoes are now
available in an innovative paper top seal format, making
the entire package 100% recyclable!

KWIK LOK
Introducing the Eco-Lok. Eco-Lok is one piece of an industry-wide
opportunity for responsible environmental stewardship. The sustainability
your customers expect meets with the Kwik Lok performance that has set
the standard in the bag closure industry for decades.

MULTIVAC, INC.
MULTIVAC and Yamato Corp have
partnered to create a start to finish,
automated, fully-integrated leafy
greens traysealing line to maximize
output, while reducing the number
of suppliers and points of contact.

The proprietary technology from BioLogiQ used to make Eco-Lok
converts plant-based carbohydrates, such as corn and potatoes, into
the NuPlastiQ® material that is manufactured into Eco-Lok bag closures.
Using a 100% natural, renewably sourced plant-based resin that requires
less fuel to manufacture, NuPlastiQ® helps reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and overall material use. They are completely interchangeable
with our previous closures and compatible with your existing Kwik Lok
machinery.
LAKESIDE PRODUCE
Tomatoes on The Vine and Cocktail on The Vine.
Lakeside is committed to operating mindfully,
with extra care ingrained in everything we do –
from our products to our packaging. Not only is
this packaging plastic-free, but our tomatoes
were grown with recycled water and pollinated
naturally with bees. It’s just one of the many
ways we continue to grow with care.

NATURESWEET, LTD
Our NatureSweet® D’VINES™ are kept on the
vine to give them time to ripen naturally and
deliver that sweet taste you would expect
from your backyard garden only delivered
year-round.
NATURIPE FARMS
Healthy, convenient, indulgent, Naturipe
Snacks’ Bliss Bento combines fresh-picked
fruit with delicious specialty ingredients in one
portable package. A treat that nourishes and
satisfies with flavor, fiber and Vitamin C.

LITEHOUSE, INC.
Litehouse Homestyle Ranch, voted #1 best tasting ranch by consumers!
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NORTH BAY PRODUCE, INC.
North Bay Produce offers 985 blueberry farms
with 40 ship points to deliver our high quality
blueberries to your continental US warehouse
within 18 hours. Give us a try today.

TAYLOR FARMS
Taylor Farms New Chopped
Salad Kits: Dill Pickle, Everything
and Avocado Chicken Chopped.
Earthbound Farm Organic has
introduced three new Sweet & Crisp
items: Butter, Romaine and Little
Gems.

PRODUCE PRO SOFTWARE
Meant to showcase your products in a visual and
transparent way, our new Public Product Catalog
gives you a solution that complements your
E-commerce. In short, more convenience with an
opportunity to attract new or additional business.

TRACO PACKAGING
Introducing the New SuperSealer Shrink
Band System, engineered for high volume
pre-form users who need automated
pre-form application.
TRIANGLE PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY
Only 36” wide, our new Compact Sanitary Bagger
runs bags from 2.5 – 13” wide. Pair 2 baggers in a
dual configuration and a single scale. Designed
with superior sanitation features.

PURE FLAVOR
Bursting with rich, majestically sweet flavor,
RedRoyals™ are a worthy complement to every
eating occasion from a bite sized snack to a
garnish with your favorite meal.
STEMILT GROWERS, LLC
Rave® brand MN55 cultivar apples are
outrageously juicy with a refreshing, snappy zing.
This Stemilt signature apple is a cross between
Honeycrisp and MonArk and available in early
August.

URSCHEL LABORATORIES, INC.
The Sprint 2 Dicer produces a wide variety of dices,
granulations, slices, and strips of vegetables, fruits,
bakery products, meats, and seafood.

TANIMURA & ANTLE
With five generations of experience,
Tennessee Greenhouse Grown
NEW offerings include field quality
romaine and a family of multi-leaf
options. Sustainably grown and
regionally sourced for a complete
hydroponic selection.
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WINDSET FARMS
Our Cameo® Cherry Tomatoes are now available on the vine! Picked at
full color and packed on the vine for optimum flavor and freshness. A
little taste of summer!
THE WONDERFUL COMPANY
As the world’s largest grower of tree nuts,
America’s largest citrus grower and North
America’s largest supplier of pomegranates,
our brands include Wonderful Pistachios &
Almonds, Wonderful Halos Mandarins and
POM Wonderful.
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BONDUELLE FRESH AMERICAS READY PAC SNACKS
Our Ready Pac snacks are the perfect snack solution at
home, school, or anywhere on-the-go! Each recipe was
created to curb your hunger with a great combination
of flavor and healthy convenience!

CAMPOSOL MANDARINS
Camposol Mandarins are easy to peel, seedless,
and loaded with important vitamins and minerals
making them for perfect for kids of all ages! Visit
our virtual booth for program information.

BRIGHTFARMS
BrightFarms is the leader in local produce, growing
safe, sustainable and pesticide-free greens for the
nation’s largest retailers. Delight your customers with
the freshest, tastiest, and most responsibly grown
greens.

CRUNCH PAK® BLENDZ POUCHES
Blendz pouches are 100% Certified Organic, made
with wholesome fruit, zero added sugar, and
no artificial colors. Perfect for kids ages 1-7, this
product is shelf stable, easy to open, mess-free,
and comes in a variety of flavors.

CAL-ORGANIC FARMS RAINBOW CARROT CHIPS
Cal-Organic Farms rainbow carrot chips are the
perfect match for busy kids. Their colorful, flat surface
and ridged edges add fun and flavor to a healthy
snacking routine.

DEL MONTE FRESH PRODUCE N.A., INC.
We inspire healthy lifestyles through wholesome and
convenient products. Visit our booth to learn more
about our kid-friendly high-quality fresh and fresh-cut
fruit and vegetables.

CAMBRO MANUFACTURING
The Cambro Flex Station offers Grab N Go service
with easy access in convenient locations. Reach
students quickly to promote healthy options and
offer healthy choices, including fresh fruits and
vegetables.

DNO PRODUCE FRESHEALTH KIDS
Our FresHealth Kids brand of products is the grab &
go solution for ready to eat fruits and vegetables.
Portion-packed to your specifications, FresHealth
Kids delivers delicious every time, for K-12 schools,
c-stores and other customers.

CHELAN FRESH ROCKIT® APPLES
Rockit® is the first miniature apple that’s naturally grown
to be the perfect size for kids. They’re perfectly fun to
nibble away, right down to the core!

DOLE FOOD COMPANY
As one of the world’s foremost nutrition leaders,
and #1 banana brand, Dole is leveraging the
power of characters to deliver fun, educational
and nutritional information to families across
North America.

CHIQUITA BANANAS
A Chiquita banana is the perfect grab and go
snack for kids! Eat it as-is or add it to your cereal or
pancakes for a super boost of energy to start your
day. They’re also fat-free and contain essential
nutrients like complex carbohydrates and vitamin B6!
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DANDY® C ELERY AND PEANUT BUTTER SNACK PACK
Satisfying your consumers’ appetite for healthy and
convenient snacks, this ready-to-snack combo classic
is now available in a perfectly sized single serve snack
pack, 3 oz of celery with 1.15 oz of peanut butter.
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FRESHEDGE
FreshEdge is a family of fresh produce and
specialty food distributors serving 2,000
customer locations across 18 states. Singleserve, IW fresh-cut produce options are
available for schools and other customers
ranging from apples to zucchini.

PETERSON FARMS FRESH APPLE SLICES
We offer premium fresh-cut apple slices and apple
sauce products that are enjoyed by children across
the USA. Our healthy & great tasting products meet
the USDA guidelines to ensure our kids receive the
recommended daily fruit requirements. Buy American
Act Compliant.

GOLD COAST PACKING
Gold Coast Packing is your supplier of FRESH
for School Foodservice. We grow and process
ready to use Broccoli, Cauliflower, Spinach and
more! All grown within California’s Santa Maria
Valley.

PURE FLAVOR® MINI MUNCHIES® TOMATO
SNACK PACK
Bursts of sweet flavors in perfectly sized portions for
quick, easy and healthy snacks! Our favorite snacking
tomatoes are ready-to-go in convenient single-serve
portions. Busy parents can quickly pack the perfect
lunch and kids love the juicy bursts of sweetness!

MUCCI FARMS CUTECUMBER POPPERS™
CuteCumber Poppers™ are a crunchy, refreshing onebite snack. These versatile “mini” cocktail cucumbers
are geared towards any age and are ideal for kids
lunches or desk snacks!

RED SUN FARMS SWEETPOPS
Sweetpops are the ultimate snacking tomato!! This
sweet snack is perfect for kids of all sizes and delivers a
burst of juicy sweet flavor that you can’t stop snacking on.

NATURESEAL
NatureSeal is the solution to providing children freshcut fruit in a form they can and will eat. Cut fruit looks
and tastes great after dipping in NatureSeal.

SEALD SWEET KIDDIE CLEMS
Kiddie Clems are tiny treats for tiny sweets. This
sweet clementine, easy to peel, is a quick and
healthy snack for kids. Eats like Candy!®.

NATURESWEET CONSTELLATION™ TOMATOES
Make at home snack-time sensational with
NatureSweet® Constellation™ tomatoes. We’re here to
help make snacking healthy AND fun for you and your
kids!

STEMILT GROWERS LIL SNAPPERS®
Lil Snappers® kid size fruit is the #1 kids pouch bag
program. Lil Snappers® markets intent to parents buying
healthy snacks for their kids by offering a complete lineup of kid size apples, pears, stone fruits, and organics.

NATURIPE FARMS NATURIPE SNACKS™ 3 OZ FRESH
FRUIT CUP
Designed to provide delicious fresh fruit for school
lunch and FFVP programs, the Naturipe Snacks™
3 oz cup provides fresh, thoroughly washed fruit in a
USDA suggested portion size.

STICKYLICKITS
StickyLickits are all natural, sugar free eatable stickers that make kids want to eat more
fruits and veggies. Stick them on produce and
all they add is fun.
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SUNKIST® VALENCIA ORANGES
Valencia oranges are the only U.S.-grown orange
available in the summer. Sunkist® Valencia
oranges speak to the all-American summer, the
juicing nostalgia and the healthy attributes of this
seasonal orange.

WINDSET FARMS FRESCO® BABY CUCUMBERS
Fresco® Baby Cucumbers are the ultimate snacking
cucumbers! They are tiny and cute but are also
healthy, delicious, crunchy and fresh! Just wash and
pop them right in your mouth.

SUN RICH INDIVIDUALLY PACKED FRUITS &
VEGETABLES
Sun Rich Fresh Foods Inc. is a member of the Fresh
Food Group. Our individually packed fruits and
vegetables are fresh, ready-to-eat and perfect for
school meals and to-go kits.
SUNSET® SPRINKLES™
Small but mighty, these micro-grape tomatoes
explode with sweet flavor. Perfect for salads or
grabbing for a healthy snack, SUNSET® Sprinkles™, Tiny
Mighty Tomatoes™, will delight kids of all ages.
TAJIN SEASONING
Premium chili peppers (not hot), sea salt, and
dehydrated lime juice. Tajin seasoning is popular with
kids because they love the taste it gives to fruits and
vegetables, and schools like it as a strategy to reduce
plate waste.
TAYLOR FARMS ALMONDS & CHEDDAR SNACK TRAY
With cheddar cheese, almonds, broccoli, and creamy
ranch dip, this snack tray will give you the nutrition your
body needs. Check out our website for more snack trays!

TAYLOR FARMS TENNESSEE
Your partner for single-serve, individually wrapped
produce for K-12 schools, as well as fresh meal solutions
for c-store, retail and foodservice customers. Visit our
virtual booth for product information.
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